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We prove that, given c,, there exists c such that the following holds. If G is a 
primitive permutation group of degree n, no composition factor of which is an alter- 
nating group of degree greater than c, or a classical group of dimension greater 
than co, then 1 GI < n’. In particular, if the nonabelian composition factors of G 
have bounded order, then 1 G 1 is polynomially bounded. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For a positive integer. co, let Z(c,) denote the following class of finite 
simple groups: 
(i) all cyclic groups of prime order; 
(ii) alternating groups A, for 5 < k < c,,; 
(iii) classical groups of dimension at most c,,; 
(iv) all exceptional groups of Lie type; 
(v) all nonabelian simple groups of order at most co. 
Let P(q) denote the class of finite groups all of whose composition factors 
are in C(q). The problem we address here is to derive a bound on the order 
of primitive permutation groups from .?‘(~a) in terms of their degree n. We 
shall find a polynomial bound. 
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THEOREM 1.1. Given c,, there exists c such that, for any primitive 
permutation group G of degree n, if G E .a’(~,,), then 1 GI < n’. 
This generalizes the third author’s result on primitive solvable groups 18 1. 
In [ 8 1, the exact exponent c is found, depending on the prime p of which n is 
a power. In our more general setting, we content ourselves with establishing 
the existence of such a c, and make no attempt to find the exact bound. 
However, we remark that our proof can be adapted to show the following. 
Let G be a primitive permutation group of degree n, having composition 
factors of types (i) and (v) only. Let a be the maximum of 1 Aut(H) 1 over all 
nonabelian groups H of order at most cO, and b the smallest integer for 
which IA,1 > c,,. Then, if c0 > 60, we have I G, < n’, with c = 2 + logTab. 
The only properties of the known simple groups which are used in our 
proof are 
(a) a group of Lie type defined over GF(q), other than the Suzuki 
group Sz(q), contains a subgroup PSL(2, q) or SL(2, q); 
(b) there is a constant c,(depending on c,) such that a group of type 
(iii) or (iv), defined over GF(q), has order at most qC1; 
(c) there is a constant c, (depending on c,,) such that, for all 
nonabelian groups H E Z(c,,), we have ) Aut(H)I < 1 HjC2; 
together with elementary properties of PSL(2, q) and Sz(q). Note, in 
particular, that we do not use the recent classification of the finite simple 
groups. However, invoking that classification shows that Theorem 1.1 is best 
possible, in the following sense: if C is a class of finite simple groups 
contained in no Z(c,), then there is a sequence of permutation groups 
isomorphic to members of Z whose orders are not polynomially bounded. 
(For C must contain either alternating groups of arbitrarily large degree or 
classical groups of arbitrarily large dimension; and, for example, the order of 
a projective special linear group of dimension d, in its permutation represen- 
tation of degree n on the points of the projective space? is at least end. 
Theorem 1.1 has been conjectured in a weaker form (with all composition 
factors of bounded order) by Luks [ 71. Indeed. the main outside source of 
motivation for our investigation is the recent breakthrough by Luks in 
estimating the algorithmic complexity of graph isomorphism testing [ 7 1. 
Luks links this problem to algorithms on permutation groups. He gives a 
very elegant and simple algorithm to test isomorphism of graphs of bounded 
valence, and augments it with a further nice trick which enables him to prove 
that the augmented algorithm has polynomial running time. It is a corollary 
of our result that Luks’ simpler algorithm already runs in polynomial time. 
confirming Luks’ conjecture. 
The main difficulty in proving the theorem is with primitive linear groups. 
A subgroup G < GL(k, q) is an imprimititle linear group if the space 
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V = V(k, q) decomposes as a direct sum V, @ . . . @ I’, of subspaces (s > 2) 
and G effects permutations of the Vi. It is a primitive linear group if no such 
G-invariant decomposition exists. 
Our general references are 15, 121. For the structure theory of linear 
groups see Dixon [4] and Suprunenko [ 111. We remark that Suprunenko’s 
book [ 101 (available in Russian only) contains substantially more detailed 
information on the structure of solvable linear groups. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We shall use the following lemma, parts of which are folklore. 
LEMMA 2.1 (O’Nan-Scott, cf. [ 3 I). Let G be a primitive permutation 
group of degree n with socle N. Then one of the following occurs. 
(i) N is elementary abelian of order n = pk and G ,< AGL(k,p). 
(ii) N= T, x ... x T,,, where the Ti are isomorphic nonabelian simple 
groups. Moreover, either 
(a) T E Ti is the socle of a primitive group of degree n, where 
n=n,“;or 
(b) m = kl and n = 1 Tl’k-‘” for some k > 2, I > 1. 
(The actual lemma provides more detail about the action of N.) 
We shall need a simple estimate of the order of a transitive group of 
degree n in Y(q,). Clearly, we cannot obtain a bound better than C,“. In 
order to obtain such a bound, however, one does not have to make such a 
severe restriction on the composition factors. Only large alternating groups 
have to be excluded. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a permutation group of degree n. If G has no 
composition factor isomorphic to an alternating group of degree > C then 
IGI < C”-’ (C> 6). 
Proof We proceed by induction on n. For n < C we have 
IGI<n!<C”-‘.Letn>C. 
If G is primitive and G 3 A,, then 1 GI < 4” < C”--’ by a theorem of 
Wielandt [ 13, p. 401 and Praeger and Sax1 191. If G is transitive with k- 
element blocks of imprimitivity, we have by induction 
/ GI < (ck Iylkcnlk-1 = c” 1. 
Finally, if G is intransitive with an orbit of length k, then 
jGJ < Ck-’ . c” k-1 < ~“-1. I 
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Remark 2.3. For the case of primitive groups one can do better: the 
order of a primitive group of degree n other than A, or S, is less than 
exp(4\/n log2n) [ 1,2 ]. 
Remark 2.4. For the case when G E Y(cO), one could easily avoid Refs. 
[ 9, 131. All one has to do is to prove the corresponding bound for primitive 
groups. In fact, one obtains a much better bound. If G is primitive with 
abelian socle then 1 G 1 < 1 AGL(k,p)l < n’+‘“epn. If G has nonabelian socle 
T”‘, T simple, then G < (Aut(T)) wr S, and m < log n. The proof of (2.5) 
below now gives I G/ < nc+‘Og logn. 
Next, we prove Theorem 1.1 for the case when the socle of G is 
nonabelian. This turns out to be quite easy. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Given c,, there exists c such that any primitive group 
G E Y(cO) of degree n with nonabelian socle has order I G 1 < nc. 
Proof: Let N = T, x -.a x T,,,, Ti g T be the socle of G. If (ii)(a) holds 
in Lemma 2.1, then n, > 5 and therefore n = nr > 5”. In the case (ii)(b) we 
have n = 1 TICk-‘” > I TI”” > 60m’2 > 5”. Hence m < log, n in both cases. 
We have Aut N z (Aut 7’) wr S,. Clearly, C,(N) = 1; hence G is 
faithfully represented in Aut N. Let G, = fiy:, No(Ti). Then G, < (Aut T)m 
and G/G, < S,. By Lemma 2.2, we have I G/G’] < cr-’ < c~~~” = n’“gJcO. In 
case (ii)(b), we have n = I TIC’-‘)‘, and ] G] < IAut(T)Ik’ct < I Tlc2k’n’ogrcu <
n2’2’ ‘ogsco. In case (ii)(a), we have n = n:, and ] G I Q 1 G, Jm co”, where G, is 
primitive of degree n, with socle T. If we have ] G,] < n:, then I G I < n’,“cl; < 
n c+IoB~co* So it is enough to prove that I G ] < nc (with a different c) in the 
case when the socle T of G is simple. This is clear if ] TI is bounded. So we 
may assume that T is a classical group of bounded dimension or an excep- 
tional group over GF(q). Then 1 G] < 4’1; and if T is not a Suzuki group, then 
G contains PSL(2, q) or SL(2, q), so n > q for q # 9, by the well-known 
results of Galois and Dickson. The exceptional cases present no difficulty: 
n>6ifq=9,andn>q2+1ifT=Sz(q). 1 
We remark that this proposition has been proved by Luks 17 ] under a 
stronger assumption. 
In preparation for the case of abelian socle, we derive two simple 
propositions. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let N be a group and A < Z(N). Suppose that N/A 
has no nontrivial homomorphism to A. Assume A is centralised by some 
B < Aut(N). Then B is faithfully represented in Aut(N/A). 
Proof Suppose some b E B induces the identity on N/A (as well as on 
A). Then the map o defined by o(n) = b(n) n ’ is a homomorphism from N 
to A, whence b is the identity. 1 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let N be a group such that N/Z(N) is the direct 
product of I nonabelian simple groups, one of which is M/Z(N). If N has a 
faithful irreducible representation of degree k in which the restriction to M 
has a constituent of degree d, then k > d.2’-‘. 
Proof By induction on 1. For I= 1 the assertion is obvious. If I > 1, 
write N/Z(N) = A/Z(N) x B/Z(N), w ere h B/Z(N) is simple and M< A. 
Then B centralizes A. Clifford’s theorem yields that the representation of A is 
a direct sum of conjugate-irreducible r presentations of the same degree k,. 
Since N = AB and [A, B] = 1, these representations are equivalent, so they 
are faithful. Schur’s lemma gives B < GL(k/k, , K) for some field K. Since B 
is nonabelian, k/k, > 2. By induction, k, > d.2’-*, so k > d.2’-‘. 1 
3. LINEAR GROUPS 
The main task is to prove Theorem 1.1 for the case when G has abelian 
socle. In this case, G < AGL(k,p) where n =pk and G is the split extension 
of the regular normal subgroup Zi by the stabilizer G,. Once we have 
proven 1 G,, f nc we infer ) GI < nc+ ‘; thus Theorem 1.1 follows. G, is an 
irreducible subgroup of GL(k,p). We drop the subscript 0 and estimate the 
order of any completely reducible group G < GL(k, q), q prime power. This 
is, of course, equivalent o the original problem, but this approach allows for 
recurrent estimates. 
The following lemma serves as the foundation of our inductive argument. 
It is a straightforward generalization of the corresponding results for solvable 
groups (cf. [ 111). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a subgroup of the linear group GL(k, q), q a prime 
power. Set Z = Z(GL(k, q)) = (II: I E GF(q)’ }. Suppose that Z < G and Z 
is a maximal abelian normal subgroup of G. Assume in addition that all 
minimal normal subgroups of G/Z are abelian. Then 
Proof. Let F denote the Fitting subgroup of G. By [6, Theorem 21, F/Z 
is abelian and C,(F/Z) = C,(F)F. Now we prove C,(F) = Z. Assume by 
contradiction that C,(F) 9 Z. Let M be a normal subgroup of G such that 
C,(F) > M 2 Z. (C,(F) is such a subgroup.) Choose M to be minimal under 
these constraints. Then M/Z is a minimal normal subgroup of G/Z, hence 
abelian by assumption. Therefore M is nilpotent, hence M < F. We arrive at 
a contradiction observing that M < F n C,(F) = Z. Thus we have shown 
C,(F) = Z and C,(F/Z) = F, i.e., G/F acts faithfully on F/Z. 
Now we claim that F/Z is linearly independent over GF(q). This is stated 
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as Lemma 10 in [ 111 for solvable groups but its proof applies without any 
change to our case. 
It follows that IF/Z1 < k*. Therefore 1 G/F1 < IAut(F/Z)j < 1F/Zl’“g2’F’“’ < 
k4’“gIk. Multiplying together 1 GI = IZI IF/Z1 I G/I;1 < qk2k4”Qk. 1 
Let f(k, q) be a function, defined for positive integers k and prime powers 
q, taking positive values and satisfying the following inequalities: 
(1) f(k, q) > qk4(‘+‘og2k) (k > l), 
(2) f(k, + k,, 4) >f(k, 3 9) f(k,q) k 3 k, > 11, 
(3) f&L 4) 2 cf-’ f(k, 4’ (k > 1, 1 Z 21, 
(4) f(kd, q) > df(k, sd> (k > 1, d > 2), 
(5) f&L s) 2 qCi’.fV, q) (k Z 1, I > 2). 
Note that by (1) and (2) f(k, q) is a strictly increasing function of k for 
every q. 
THEOREM 3.2. If GE ,‘t((cJ is a completely reducible subgroup of 
GW, q), then I G I < f(k, q) !-here f is any function satisfying (1) through 
(5). 
ProoJ We proceed by induction on k. For k = 1 we have 
IGI<IGL(l,q)l=q- 1 <f(l,q) by (1). Suppose now that k>2 and the 
theorem holds for smaller values of k for all q. 
(a) If G is reducible, then G < G, x G,, where Gi < GL(ki, q), 
k, + k, = k hence we are done by (2). Henceforth we assume G irreducible. 
(b) Suppose now that G is an imprimitive linear group, permuting 1 
subspaces of dimension k/l. Let H < S, be the induced permutation group on 
the set of these subspaces. Now, G < G, wr H where G, is the (clearly 
irreducible) stabilizer of one of the subspaces, restricted to that subspace. By 
Lemma 2.2, IHI < ck-‘. Hence 
using (3). 
(c) Henceforth we assume G is a primitive linear group. We may 
assume G is a maximal subgroup of GL(k, q) belonging to .y(c,,). Conse- 
quently, 
(6) if R ,< GL(k, q), R E .V(cO) and R is normalized by G, then R < G. 
In particular, G > Z = Z(GL(n, 4)). 
Let A denote a maximal abelian normal subgroup of G. Hence 
A > Z(G) > Z. 
Let V= V(k, q) be the k-dimensional space over GF(q), regarded as a G- 
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module as well as an A-module. Since G is primitive Clifford’s theorem 
yields that V is the sum of isomorphic irreducible A-modules Wi, 
i = l,..., k/d, where d = dim Wi. 
(cl) First assume d > 2. Let D = End,(V), K = Z(D). By the Schur 
lemma Kg End,( Wi) is a field and D g M,,,(K) the k/d by k/d matrix 
algebra over K. Since A is commutative, A c K. Now Kx is normalized by 
G, hence by (6) we have KX = A. The A-module Wi is irreducible, hence i 
has dimension one over K, so K z GF(qd). 
We found that C,(A) < GL(k/d, qd). Also, C,(A) is completely reducible 
over GF(qd) since it is so over GF’(q) by Clifford’s theorem and every 
C&A )-submodule is a GF(qd)-subspace because C,(A) > K’. 
Our conclusion is 
I C,(A) I G f(k/d, qd). 
The elements of G induce automorphisms of K hence 
G/C,(A) < Gal(K/GF(q)) = Id. 
To sum up, 
! G I = I G/C,@ 1 I I &(A > I ,< df(kld~ qd> < f(k (1) 
by (4). 
(~2) We assume now d = 1. In this case, we have A < Z, hence 
A=Z=Z(G). 
If every minimal normal subgroup of G/Z is abelian, our inequality 
follows from Lemma 3.1 and (1). 
Let, finally, N/Z be a nonabelian minimal normal subgroup of G/Z. The 
group N/Z is the product of isomorphic simple groups: N/Z z H’, H simple. 
By Clifford’s theorem, V is the sum of isomorphic irreducible N-modules 
Wi, i= I,..., k/d, where d = dim Wi. 
By the Schur lemma, End,V( Wi) z Z(End,( V)) is a field. We claim that 
Z(D)’ = Z, where D = End,JV). 
As a matter of fact, Z(D)’ < G by (6). So, Z(D)’ is an abelian normal 
subgroup of G and hence Z(D)’ < Z. 
It follows that End,( Wi) g GF(q), hence C,(N) is isomorphic to an 
(irreducible) subgroup of GL(k/d, q). Therefore 
: WV ’ ,< f (k/d, s>. 
Next, we claim that the representation of G/C,(N) in Aut(H’) is faithful. 
Indeed, H’ has no nontrivial homomorphisms into Z(G) and the claim is 
immediate by Proposition 2.6. As Aut(H’) < (Aut H) wr S,, we obtain 
I G/C,W)I < I A$iW’) I, so it is enough to prove that 1 Aut,(H’) I < qc+‘. 
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By Proposition 2.7, we have d > d,, . 2’-’ > d,l, where d, is the dimension 
of an irreducible M-submodule, M/Z E H. Also, ) Aut,(H’)) < ) Aut(H)(‘ci, 
as GE .F(c,). So it is enough to show that IAut(H)I < qCddo, or that 
/ H( < qC+‘dC2 (since ( Aut(H) 1 < 1 HIQ). 
This is clear if IHI is bounded, so we may assume H is a classical or 
exceptional group of bounded rank over GF(r). Then /Hi < ~‘1. Also, H 
contains solvable subgroups of orders r and (r- l)/(r-- 1, 2) (since it 
contains PSL(2, r), X(2, r) or Sz(r)). At least one of these numbers is 
coprime to q, and the corresponding subgroup is completely reducible. Then 
r < qcsdo by [Sj. 
It is immediate that the function f(k, q) = (c,, c2 q)zc~k/cO satisfies (1 j-(5) 
provided c, > 5. Summarising, we obtain 
COROLLARY 3.3. Given co, there exists a constant c’ > 1 such that, for 
any group G E .F(c,), if G is a completely reducible subgroup of GL(k, q), 
then 1 G/ < qc”. 
Proof. Set c’ = 2c,(l + log,c,c,); then f(k, q) < qc’k for all k. I 
Now a combination of Proposition 2.5 and Corollary 3.3 (with the 
remarks at the beginning of Section 3) completes the proof of 
Theorem 1.1. a 
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